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You’re looking at a photo of a Mallard male duck 
that obviously has an injury to one of his wings. 
This duck cannot fly. I have seen him dozens of 
times over a period of three years along a creek 
and greenbelt where I walk.

In spite of a major injury, “Wounded Wing,” 
as I have named him, gets along just fine. When 
I first saw him I was certain he would die from 
the inability to fly. Not true. He is just as plump 
as the rest of the ducks. He can still walk, and he 
eats the grass along the greenbelt walkway. He 
dives into the creek for his favorite snack of moss. 
It’s just that he can no longer fly; but it’s okay. It 
would seem not all ducks have to fly to survive.

Wounded Wing’s restricted feeding area is 
around 150 yards by 40 yards, but this space pro-
vides all his needs: food, shelter, water and dozens 
of other ducks to quack with. Ducks may come 
and go, but not Wounded Wing. He has adjusted 
to a life of walking or floating to where he needs 
to go, and that has worked out pretty well so far 
for this gritty duck.
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Dear Compass Checkers,

Wounded Wing
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Steve Nutzman, Editor | compasscheck@ucg.org

God’s creation, yes, His creatures, can teach 
us lessons. Here is one of them:

In one sense all of us are the walking 
wounded. We are all imperfect. We have all had 
emotional injuries, we may suffer from physical 
ailments of one kind of another, or we lack this 
or that. Our list of things we lack or things that 
are not going well is sometimes endless.

It’s easy to get down when we focus too 
much on our individual “wounded wing” list. 
When we do this it may cause us emotional or 
spiritual hurt, such as anxiousness, fear, isola-
tion, self-doubt, feelings of worthlessness, emo-
tional paralysis, discouragement and stress.

Rather, we should seek to invest our faith 
and energies in God. Let’s not isolate ourselves 
because of fear, failure or any kind of wounded 
wing injury. We are privileged to serve a God 
who calls the wounded. Then He heals them 
and uses them to His glory. “He heals the  
brokenhearted and binds up their wounds” 
(Psalm 147:3).

Wounded Wing reminds me that God is in the 
business of mending broken wings. So whatever 
your “wounded wing” might be, ask your Heavenly 
Father to heal it and get you moving again.

Your camp friend,
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You know the story. Boy meets girl. They get to know each 
other. Boy and/or girl experience challenges and setbacks, 
putting a strain on their relationship. They develop as 
people and learn things. Finally they reach a tipping point 
where they’re compelled to express their feelings and com-
mitment to each other. And they live happily ever after.

Romantic comedies usually end with a wedding. 
Marriage is set as a destination just before the closing 
credits, and what happens after is left unknown. In real 
life, though, the adventure continues. We don’t stop 
changing or having struggles after getting married. Reality 
doesn’t happen in neat chunks.

I think we tend to romanticize our spiritual journeys 
in a similar way, not realizing it can cause damage. Those 
who were called into the Church often tell stories about 
distinct stages of conversion, like that first exposure to the 
truth, a moment of decision to start keeping the Sabbath 
or a point of conflict with family or friends. And these are 
important stories to tell. Church members recall those 
stages; strong emotions and significant choices were 
involved.

For those of us who grew up in the Church, though, 
our stories can seem less definitive. I can remember feeling 
guilt about sin since I was 4 years old. There wasn’t any 
clear line between not knowing God’s law and then know-
ing the truth; I gradually became aware and understood 
more and more as I got older. One thing about growing 
up in the Church is that you are aware of God’s law from a 
very young age and aware of your inability to keep it.

Unfortunately, there can be an added, heavier guilt 
that comes from knowing what’s right and deciding to 
rebel anyway. Sometimes I asked myself why I had to sin 
at all, because I felt I really had no excuse. Experiences 
like that make for a messier story. For us who grew up in 
the Church, our stories might have unexpected twists and 
turns. But they are just as valid.

Managing Editor | kourtney.kovanis@gmail.com

And in reality, everyone looks the same 
when examined closely. No one’s whole life 
fits a perfect narrative structure; it’s an ongo-
ing process of sinning and submitting. All go 
through times of knowing God’s law and still 
breaking it. We have a lot in common with 
those who didn’t grow up in the Church. The 
ones I know well have shared moments of 
backsliding throughout the spiritual jour-
ney. And I still love to tell the story of the 
moment I decided to get baptized. God trea-
sures each story, each individual and unique 
journey to Him.

Of course, the story arc of romantic 
comedies appeals to us for good reason. The 
Bible also ends with a wedding, one that we 
can all look forward to (Revelation 19:7-9). 
And although it might be the most monu-
mental event in history, it’s still not an end-
ing. It’s just a shift into a new stage, one that 
will be more dynamic and full of adventure 
than the best story any of us can invent.

Your friend,

Dear Readers
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I have heard about euphemisms, but would 
you please explain more about them?

Euphemisms are “the substitution of a mild, indirect, or vague 
expression for one thought to be offensively blunt or harsh” 
(Random House Dictionary of the English Language). Let’s notice 
some details about euphemisms and additional principles so 
we don’t take God’s name in vain.

 God’s name should not be used to curse or damn
One way to take God’s name in vain is to use it to curse or 

damn people, things or situations.
 “You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in 

vain, for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who takes His 
name in vain” (Exodus 20:7).

The word “vain” as used in the Third Commandment has 
several meanings. One meaning is to not use the name of the 
Lord your God in a destructive way. Another meaning is to not 
use God’s name in an empty or useless manner.

It is blasphemy and an insult to the wonderful and loving 
Eternal God to use His name in such a worthless manner. How 
would we like it if millions of people would use our name to 
curse someone or something? Revelation 4:11 states that God 
is to be honored at all times, including in our speech: “You are 
worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power; for You 
created all things, and by Your will they exist and were created.”

In Matthew 6:9, Jesus taught: “In this manner, therefore, 
pray: Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name.” We are 
instructed here to honor, respect and treat as holy the name 
 of God.

We are to honor God’s name because God is holy, and His 
holy name should not be used for destructive purposes.

God’s name should not be used carelessly (flippantly)
In some people’s speech “God” is simply used as a filler 

or expressive word. “God,” “oh God” and “oh my God” are all 
forms of the careless use of God’s name. These statements 
usually have nothing to do with God and are in no way giv-
ing Him honor or referencing His holiness. This kind of use 
brings disrespect to God’s name by making it commonplace 
and without substance, rather than honoring, respecting and 
giving Him reverence.

Unfortunately it is now common to see the term “OMG” 
in texts. This clearly breaks the Third Commandment.

Euphemisms are word substitutions
There are many harmless euphemisms such as “don’t 

cry over spilled milk” (to be unhappy about what cannot be 
undone) or “cash-flow issues” (running out of money). These 
phrases use word substitutions for displaying a thought or 
feeling. Unfortunately some euphemisms use replacement 
words for God in expressions of frustration or anger—“gosh” 
and “golly” used in place of God and “gee” or “jeeze” for Jesus. 
Just because the actual name God or Jesus is replaced by other 
words or sounds does not take away the intent or meaning. 
Sometimes we can use the euphemisms for God’s names with-
out even realizing it. This is another way people take His name 
in vain.

The question-and-answer segment in a past issue of The 
Good News (November/December 1988) covered this ques-
tion of euphemisms: “Expressions such as ‘gosh’ or ‘gee’ are 
used as substitutes for the names of God the Father and Jesus 
Christ . . . they are thinly disguised expressions of strong pro-
fanity and blasphemy . . . as such, you should avoid using such 
words yourself, and you should teach your children not to use 
them . . . A person with an adequate vocabulary does not need 
to use such “filler” words, but is able to express himself or her-
self in intelligent, reverent speech . . . euphemisms do not add 
anything sensible to statements.”

Conclusion
The attitude behind the expression is extremely 

important—often it is one of anger, frustration or a lack of 
self-control. But once followers of God recognize these are 
all unnecessary manners of speech that violate the Third 
Commandment, they should rid their vocabulary of these 
expressions.

As Christians, we  strive to purify our speech in accor-
dance with Ephesians 4:29: “Let no corrupt word proceed out 
of your mouth, but what is good for necessary edification, that 
it may impart grace to the hearers.” Our daily goal should be to 
honor God in all that proceeds out of our mouth. CC

Steve Nutzman is a church pastor in Idaho, Oregon and 
Utah, and is the United Youth Camps national coordinator. 
compasscheck@ucg.org
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recently,

In my senior year of high school, my teacher told the class 
to write a letter to our future selves. In eight years, he 
would mail our letters to each of us. He encouraged us to 
think specifically about where we wanted to be in eight 
years. In my letter, I planned to major in neuroscience and 
I “couldn’t imagine changing my mind.” Looking back, I 
giggle at my confidence. I wrote about designing a school 
based on neuroscience. And I wrote about my expectations 
for myself: “How are you studying the Bible and growing 
spiritually?” “Have you developed friendships with people 
you truly love and respect?”

This experience is noteworthy because those dreams 
have actually happened. I did study neuroscience in college 
and just completed my Ph.D. in neuroscience. I entered 
a national contest to redesign a high school that better 
prepares youth for their futures: I worked with family 
and friends and designed a school based on neuroscience 
research. We even made it to the semi-final round of the 
competition. Since I wrote the letter, I have made wonder-
ful friends and been blessed with a supportive husband.

This story might sound a little unbelievable, but it’s 
just an example of God’s mercy and blessings, not my own 
talent. God wants your dreams to come true, too. And I 
think that with a few specific strategies for identifying,  
setting, and reaching your goals, you can accomplish 
 great things.

Be proactive in identifying your interests
The first step is figuring out what you actually want 

to do. Don’t assume school will do this for you; it won’t. 
You have to actively seek what interests you, jobs that you 
might enjoy, and people you want to be like. Read. Ask 
questions. And don’t hesitate to ask professionals. Most 
people are happy to talk about themselves and their work.

You can start this process no matter how young you 
are. Begin with the subjects you enjoy, but think outside 
the box. There are many jobs you don’t even know exist. 
Don’t assume that just because you like English you should 
become a teacher. You could be an editor, technical writer, 
social media manager, journalist, speechwriter, etc. Talk 
to people who like similar things. Your church congrega-
tion is a perfect starting point because of the varied ages 
and experiences. Ask members how they figured out what 

I received a letter from my past

they wanted to do. Find individuals with 
interesting jobs and ask if you can shadow 
them for a day. Look up people with cool 
careers online and figure out how they got 
there. Read LinkedIn profiles of folks with 
interesting careers to see their educational 
and job histories. What were their paths? 
What smart decisions did they make along 
the way?

If you have no idea what you’re inter-
ested in, think about how you like to spend 
your free time. Do you read for fun or 
like to hike? Do you love interacting with 
people? Do you thrive on creativity? Using 
these observations, write down what you 
would like to have in a job. You may say, “I 
want a job interacting with people every 
day,” or, “I’d like a job working outside,” or, 
“I want to be my own boss.” Again, talk to 
people. Use resources to identify possible 
mentors in your community. My graduate 
college suggested that I do “informational 
interviews.” This means that I find indi-
viduals with an interesting career and I ask 
them for a half-hour to talk about their 
jobs. This way I can find out tricks of the 
trade before applying for jobs and ideally 
make connections for possible future jobs. 
You can do these informational interviews 
at all stages of your education. This can 
help you find out what will be expected 
and how to prepare for your dream job.

Dream big (with God) and then 
figure out what’s required

Without God and without support 
from my family, I never would have 
accomplished my goals. Looking back, I’m 

The first 
step is 
figuring out 
what you 
actually 
want to 
do. Don’t 
assume 
school will 
do this for 
you; it won’t. 
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Write down specific short-term and  
long-term goals

Once you’ve identified your interests, write down goals. Writing 
a letter to my future self was a fun way to do this. I’m sure your 
parents wouldn’t mind mailing a letter to your future self. Simply 
writing goals down makes them more real. Make your goals SMART: 
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-bound 
(“Golden Rules of Goal Setting: Five Rules to Set Yourself Up for 
Success,” www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newHTE_90.htm). 
Making these goals goes hand in hand with points 1 and 2. To figure 
out what your goals should be, study careers and successful people. 
This will be different for every job. Ask yourself: How do I move 
from my current situation to the realistic next step? Do I need a 
bachelors degree, or is trade school the best option? Does it matter if 
I go to a prestigious university? How important are amazing grades 
or test scores? What scholarships are available? Start this process as 
early as possible. Create monthly and yearly goals for yourself. There 
are even apps that can help you set and achieve goals.

Work
No one achieves anything without a commitment in time and 

effort. This applies doubly if you are pursuing something that may 
conflict with the Sabbath or with God’s laws. If you are consistently 
responsible, respectful, hard-working, and willing to do whatever is 
necessary to achieve your goals, people are more likely to accommo-
date your religious beliefs. Some might even respect your strength 
and dedication. The Sabbath is a wonderful blessing, especially if 
you are working hard every other day. This mandatory rest allows 
you to recharge. The Sabbath allowed me to work harder and longer 
during the week, and kept me from burning out during college and 
my Ph.D. program.

Try to make a habit of doing a little something toward your 
goals every single day (except the Sabbath), even if it’s only a few 
minutes. Read an article about an interesting career. Read job post-
ings to see what requirements and expectations they have. Find 
a mentor you want to emulate. Confide in an encouraging friend 
about your goals and dreams. Little steps add up and build momen-
tum. Proverbs 13:4 says, “The soul of the sluggard craves and gets 
nothing, while the soul of the diligent is richly supplied.”

God expects hard work and dedication, but He sees a special 
future for you. Jeremiah 29:11 reminds us: “‘For I know the plans I 
have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper you and not to 
harm you, plans to give you hope and a future’” (New International 
Version). When you are living His way of life, He plans for you to 
fulfill your hopes and dreams.  CC

Kayleen Schreiber graduated with a Ph.D. in neuroscience from the 
University of Iowa and lives in the Cincinnati area with her hus-
band, Jamie. Kayleen is a visual information designer who creates 
animations that teach complex science concepts to the public. 

kayleen.e.schreiber@gmail.com

surprised that I wasn’t more fearful taking on 
this career path. I could have easily psyched 
myself out. Don’t make decisions based on 
fear. Don’t sell God short by assuming His 
way stops you from pursuing certain career 
paths. What do you really want to do? Go for 
it! It doesn’t hurt to try, especially if you try 
early, prepare well, and have backup plans. 
But make sure you include God in every step. 
Pray! Ask Him to guide your path and help 
you make wise decisions. Ask Him to help you 
let go and let Him lead. Ask Him to help you 
be successful. You never know what He has 
 in store.

But I have to say: Be realistic. Some career 
paths aren’t the best choice because they put 
you in tempting situations too often. Think 
about why you want to pursue a certain 
career. Can you glorify God with it? Part of 
the reason I was drawn to neuroscience was 
because the more I learned, the more I appre-
ciated God’s creation. Will your dream job 
have positive effects on your spiritual life? It 
is also important to be realistic when consid-
ering what is required for your desired career 
path. Wanting to be in the NFL may not be 
realistic for a Sabbath-keeper. Lead guitar in 
a band may not line up with God’s way of life. 
Many colleges or jobs have rigorous require-
ments. Find out what steps you need to take 
and what you can do to prepare and even 
stand out.
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In this fast-paced world, sometimes it can be easy 
to forget to be thankful to God. The days start and 
end in the blink of an eye, leaving us exhausted and 
worn down. There are so many things to be thank-
ful for, but sometimes we may find ourselves taking 
those things for granted. The dictionary defines 
the word “thankful” as “feeling or expressing grati-
tude; appreciative.” As the fall Holy Days approach 
and we come out of the dark days of the world, we 
are reminded to give thanks always “for all things 
to God the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ” (Ephesians 5:20).

One way to be more thankful every day is 
to look around you and notice the things that 
God created. Imagine you’re walking down the 
street. You’re so busy getting to a meeting that 
you don’t notice the warm breeze in your hair and 
the smell of damp dirt. Wishing you hadn’t made 
the appointment so early, you try to block the 
bright sunrise from your burning eyes. If you had 
noticed God’s creation on the way to the appoint-
ment, maybe it would’ve helped you have a better 
day. There are plenty of things about which to be 
thankful. You just have to find them. “Then God 
saw everything that He had made, and indeed it 
was very good” (Genesis 1:31).

Another way to be more thankful is to 
acknowledge and appreciate the calling God has 

given us. A lot of us may have grown up in the Church; 
some may have recently come into it. Either way, it is 
such a huge blessing to be called into God’s truth and 
light! “For the gifts and the calling of God are irrevocable” 
(Romans 11:29). Just think for a moment of all the people 
in the world—some 7 billion—and think of how many 
people aren’t being called right now. We are so blessed 
to have our eyes opened to know God’s truth. “Not many 
wise . . . not many mighty, not many noble, are called” 
(1 Corinthians 1:26). It’s not because of anything we or 
our parents have done or how great we are. We are here 
because of God’s perfect plan. We should all be thankful 
for that fact. The calling God has given you is yours. It is 
not your parents’ or anyone else’s. Don’t waste it!

Lastly, Bible study can remind us of who God is and 
all that we have to be thankful for. In this electronic 
age, it’s very easy to read the Bible on any number of 
electronic devices, but do we do it? The more access 
we have to the Bible, the easier it seems to be to put off 
study time. The best time to study God’s Word is right 
now! We need to make Bible study a daily, lifelong habit. 
“Man shall not live by bread alone; but man lives by 
every word that proceeds from the mouth of the Lord” 
(Deuteronomy 8:3). Do we constantly search God’s 
Scriptures with thankfulness and take advantage of this 
electronic age, or do we put it off because we can do it 
later? We must be thankful for the access we have to 
God’s Word and never take it for granted.

This world is full of violence and evil things. We’re 
to be lights of the world (Matthew 5:14), even when dark-
ness is settling around us. Showing our thankfulness in 
every situation, no matter how dire or drear, can help 
to set us apart from the world. One thing I like to do 
when someone says something negative about the day is 
reply with a trumping positive comment. I countered a 
comment about a hot day during a picnic by replying, “At 
least it’s not raining.” Just adding a little bit of thankful 
optimism to people’s days can help a lot. “Be thankful 
to Him, and bless His name. For the Lord is good; His 
mercy is everlasting, and His truth endures to all genera-
tions” (Psalm 100:4-5).With God’s help, we can learn to be 
thankful for everything and lead happier lives.  CC

Emma Cortelyou is 16 years old and goes to the Elkhart and 
Munster, Indiana, congregations with her parents and two 
sisters. She loves writing, playing piano and watching ran-

dom videos on YouTube. kraftykat64@gmail.com

“And It Was Good”
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any who know me wouldn’t realize it, but I have had fear-
ful tendencies in my personality since childhood. Even as 
an adult I have dealt with a variety of fears and even panic 
attacks on several occasions. For example, when I was young 
I remember developing a strong fear of losing my parents for 
a time. Later in life, I’ve had fears about my own health. On 
one occasion, I was having discomfort in my right hand and 
became very afraid that it might be a serious heart problem, 
leading to a panic attack. As it turned out, the problem was 
actually a muscle in my shoulder affecting a nerve.

Through these and multiple other experiences, I have 
learned a few things about fear. This article discusses tools 
for facing life’s more commonly experienced fears. For a vari-
ety of reasons, some struggle with deeper fears. I will cover 
additional tools (like anointing and professional help) to 
address more difficult forms of fear in an upcoming article.

Similar to other emotions we were created with, there is 
a proper place for fear. Specifically, a balanced sense of fear in 
response to danger helps keep us safe. It also helps us make 
right choices that avoid the negative consequences of sin.

However, an unbalanced sense of fear has its own dan-
gers and reduces our ability to choose rightly. There are 
many potential reasons that fear may become out of balance. 
Regardless of the cause, there are four positive steps that we 
can all take when we need to face our fears.

M
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Acknowledge them
Fear is a normal, natural emotion—it’s not wrong to feel 

it. Even fears that become unbalanced often begin as a natural 
response to something that the person feels or experiences. 
What’s important, as with other emotions, is to correctly 
respond to the natural emotion that you feel.

Our first response to fear is often to hide it; many are reluc-
tant to be honest about feeling it. Ironically, fear typically grows 
when we pretend that it’s not there. It’s easy to think that we 
shouldn’t feel fear, or to be embarrassed that we do. However 
acknowledging what we feel is one of the simplest and most 
effective ways to process the emotion in a healthy way.

God loves to hear about our thoughts and feelings directly 
from us! It’s no different with fear. We can openly share what 
we feel with God in prayer, just as King David did in his life. In 
Psalm 31:2, he wrote: “Turn your ear to listen to me; rescue me 
quickly. Be my rock of protection, a fortress where I will be safe” 
(New Living Translation). David had clearly been talking to God 
about his fears, as the same Psalm later confirms.

In addition to prayer, it’s often very helpful to share your 
feelings with your parents, a trusted mentor or a close friend. If 
you’d rather not talk to someone, try writing it down, saying it 
out loud or concentrating to say the words mentally. Whether it’s 
shared with someone or alone, the process of putting our feel-
ings into words helps us work through them. It also leads directly 
to the next positive step.

Focus on reality
A common challenge with fearful emotions is that they can 

quickly become a bigger problem than what is causing them. It 
is very easy to focus on a perception of reality that is made unbal-
anced by fear, or to become overly focused on the fear itself. The 
fear is then more difficult to deal with than the actual problem! A 
balanced mindset is key to avoiding this.

In a true emergency, we usually follow our instincts to react 
immediately and take necessary action in response to the danger. 
However, in less severe situations where you experience fear, it’s 
important to “step back” and assess what you’re feeling. Often, 
the reality of what’s occurring isn’t as threatening as the initial 
reaction of fear indicates.

Try to identify both what is and isn’t really happening. Our 
fears often center on things that could happen, but haven’t! Try 
to avoid this by focusing on the reality of what’s occurring in your 
life. Don’t needlessly consume energy worrying about things that 
might happen. Most importantly, focus on who God is and how 
He’s working with you. That reality is more important and has 
greater impact than whatever else may or may not be happening!
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David Cobb attends the Indianapolis congregation. He lives and works 
in Columbus, Indiana, with his wife Mandie and their three children, 

HannahBeth, Joshua and Elijah. davidcobb46@gmail.com

Take action
Acknowledging your fears with a realistic assessment may 

resolve them. For the fears that remain, identify a proper action 
to address them. Thinking about our fears without taking action 
increases the intensity of our worry. In contrast, taking steps to 
address a fear usually decreases the severity of what we feel.

Don’t stress out about finding the “perfect” action that will 
immediately end your fear. Taking any positive action, however 
small, will move you closer to resolution. It will also begin to 
change the way you feel. The full answer usually isn’t obvious at 
first. Regardless, taking small positive steps generally makes the 
next helpful action much more clear.

Remember that reading the Bible is an action! It’s always 
a positive step and lets God share His thoughts with you. The 
stories and situations in God’s Word may not exactly match your 
situation, but they have wisdom and instruction that apply to 
how you are feeling. After seeking out and taking in God’s point of 
view, try to identify the next logical step and act on it as soon as 
possible.

Refuse to give up
The Bible says that Jesus Christ experienced all human 

struggles, which would certainly include fear! During His life, He 
talked about and demonstrated three behaviors that can help us 
refuse to give in to fear.

First, Jesus reminded those who followed Him to “look up” 
(Luke 21:28). Fear makes it easy to live life with your head down, 
both physically and mentally. However, looking down makes it 
hard to see beyond the present. Remember that a solution might 
well be in sight—if you’re able to see it!

Second, Jesus approached difficulties with a determined 
mindset (Luke 9:51). As the One who created us, He understood 
the most important part of overcoming a challenge is making the 
mental commitment to face it head on.

Third, and most importantly, Jesus kept moving forward 
(John 18:4). Even as God’s Son, He faced powerful fears. But with 
His Father’s help, He was able to navigate through the fear to 
overcome and succeed.

With the same help from God, we too can overcome fear and 
succeed! We can be like King David, who faced many fears in his 
life but still wrote, “I sought the Lord, and He heard me, and 
delivered me from all my fears” (Psalm 34:4).  CC

Focus on who God  
is and how He’s 

working with you. 
That reality is more 
important and has 

greater impact than 
whatever else may  

or may not be 
happening.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
BALANCING ACT

by BRITTANY HYNES



someone else. Being mindful of what you post is quite 
important not just for you, but for others as well. Remember 
the guidelines from Philippians, and ask yourself these 
thought-provoking questions: Is what I am about to post true? 
Is my action in this moment noble? Am I right to say this to a 
friend? Does this photo reflect purity or loveliness? Will I be 
admired or praised for this post or comment?

DO: Behave online as you would in real life. Sometimes 
when you’re just one person behind a screen, it can be tempt-
ing to act differently on social media than you would in real 
life. People often say or do things online that would be embar-
rassing or mean to do in front of others. Social media was not 
meant to hide our true selves, but to be an extension of who 
we already are.

BUT DON’T: Get caught in a comparison trap. It can 
make us feel bad when we look on Facebook and see that our 
friends are doing awesome stuff while we feel like we’re just 
sitting at home all the time. It can make us feel like other peo-
ple are constantly traveling the world, eating delicious food, 
or that life in general is just better for them than it is for us. 
Remember that whatever you see online is often only one 
facet of a person, so don’t feel like your life doesn’t measure 
up to theirs just because you haven’t posted something amaz-
ing lately. Most of the time, most people are mostly doing 
nothing noteworthy or exciting! So be excited for your friends 
when they share their highlight reel, and they will return the 
favor for yours.

DO: Use your social media accounts to be a light to your 
friends. Jesus Christ said, “Let your light shine before men, 
that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father 
in heaven” (Matthew 5:16, NIV). It is so easy to share our 
Christian life on social media. You can quote a scripture 
you’ve been pondering, share a story about a blessing God has 
given you or be inspiring by just being nice and encouraging 
to others online. All of these things show people that you are 
living God’s way of life.

BUT DON’T: Use social media as a means to condemn 
others who don’t share your beliefs. There is a big difference 
between healthy discussion and an ugly debate. Don’t give 
people a reason to turn away from God by hating others in 
His name.

Sometimes it can be tricky to manage how we present 
ourselves online and in real life. But we are blessed with a 
relationship with our loving God who provides scriptural 
guidelines for us to follow and forgives us when we fall off 
balance.  CC

you will find case after case of people losing their jobs as a result 
of something they posted on a social media account. The plat-
form isn’t important. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and others 
have gotten people into serious trouble. And it doesn’t matter 
who you are, because anyone—recent graduates to celebrities; 
Chipotle workers to CEOs—can be reprimanded for what they’ve 
said online.

Even if we don’t have a million followers or an important job 
to lose, what we say online matters. It’s important that we find a 
healthy balance between having fun and using good judgment. 
Social media is a great tool and resource if we know how to use it 
in a constructive way.

One of my favorite scriptures, Philippians 4:8, says, 
“Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever 
is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything 
is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things” (New 
International Version). I like to use this as a source of guidance 
when I’m online. Am I reflecting these good things in my online 
presence through things that I share on Facebook or Instagram? 
Am I protecting myself by not reading or watching things online 
that are contrary to these things?

Here are a few easy-to-remember do’s and don’ts to keep in 
mind when spending our time on social media. They can help 
us balance fun and discretion so that we get the most out of this 
awesome technology.

DO: Share your thoughts, photos and fun stuff! Social media 
was meant to connect people from all over the world. Saw an 
amazing cat video? Post it on your BFF’s timeline! Really excited 
about that concert coming up? Gush about your favorite band 
for bit and maybe gain them another fan. Proud of your accom-
plishment, such as getting a good grade, buying your first car or 
finally mastering that perfect wingtip eyeliner? Announce it to 
the world! And honestly, your Grandma loves it when you post 
photos of your trips or friends at school. It makes her happy to 
keep up with your busy life.

BUT DON’T: Overshare to the point where you are endan-
gering your safety, creating a bad image for yourself or hurting 

you run a Google search for “fired because of social media,” 
If

Brittany Hynes is a young adult from Nashville, Tennessee, 
where she enjoys DIYing her new apartment, dog-sitting 
for her friends and drinking strawberry-banana smoothies. 

mcgarity.brittany@gmail.com
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God has blessed each and every one of us with 
wonderful talents, great or small. In Romans 12 Paul 
talks about the diversity of gifts in the Church. We 
all need to actively search for our God-given gifts and 
seek ways to glorify our Heavenly Father with the 
blessings He has given us.

I have recently worked on this in my own life. Like 
we all do, I have many different interests. One of these 
for me is piano—I absolutely love playing the piano. I 
started when I was 7 but quit after two or three years. 
Then at 14 I suddenly wanted to learn one of my favor-
ite songs on piano. As I started playing again, I truly 
rediscovered this passion of mine. I practiced every day 
for at least an hour, not because I had to, but because I 
wanted to.

Several years later, I reached a crucial point in my 
life: choosing a career path. Engineering had always 
been in the back of my mind, but after enjoying piano 
as a major hobby, I was entertaining the thought of 
pursuing a career as a pianist instead. I found myself 
at a crossroads. I seriously counted the checks and 
balances of each option. I prayed to God, asked advice 
from my parents and researched both job outlooks. 
In doing so, I found that a lot of stress comes with a 
career as a classical pianist, and the salary seemed low 
to me. Many factors pointed toward engineering. My 
father is a mechanical engineer, it has a good job out-
look, and I enjoy the topics of math and science. Thus 

I made the decision to pursue computer engineering. 
It was another field I enjoyed, so it wasn’t like I made a 
compromise between something I absolutely loved and 
something I hated. Nor did I make my decision based 
strictly on salary or career stability. I had a genuine 
interest in computers, for I was (and still am!) a nerd 
who played with computers and video games. I also love 
building things and figuring out how and why they work. 
From these factors, I concluded that computer engineer-
ing would be a fun yet challenging career path.

After I made a concrete decision, everything seemed 
to click, as if God’s hands were at work within my life. I 
was blessed with several scholarships, professors favored 
me and let me have time off for the Holy Days, and so far 
my semesters have worked out well.

So what does all this have to do with the topic of 
using our gifts? I recently realized that “talents” that I 
have (like piano), though they may not directly relate to 
my career path in this physical world, can be utilized for 
a greater and far better purpose—for the glorification 
of God! Concerning piano, I’ve realized I need to devote 
more to special music and performing with the choir. 
Witnessing the unity of the choir’s combined talents to 
praise God, and being a part of it, has given me greater 
joy and purpose, knowing that I’m a part of something 
bigger than myself. Now that I’ve changed my focus 
around playing piano to serve God and the brethren, I 
feel like I’m thriving and playing better than ever! Taking 
these steps ultimately helped me develop a better rela-
tionship with our Heavenly Father. It helped me further 
recognize that God has blessed me with so much, and 
that His plans for my gifts are better than whatever 
I could imagine. I’m learning to submit to God, to be 
patient and wait on Him. Being close to God is the best 
success of all!

Remember to keep your focus on God. Rather than 
using your gifts for yourself and your wants, shift your 
viewpoint to use your gifts to honor Him. Be a willing 
servant, asking God to mold you into what He has in store 
for you. As the Scripture says, “Every good gift and every 
perfect gift is from above” (James 1:17). All things, including 
our gifts, are ultimately His and come back to Him: “For 
of Him, and through Him, and to Him, are all things: to 
whom be glory forever. Amen.” (Romans 11:36).  CC

David Klett (19) is a baptized member from the 
Mansfield, Ohio, congregation. He enjoys winter camp 
and the various summer camps and looks forward to 
serving in them again. david.ger.klett@gmail.com

Using Your  
God-Given Gifts 

to Glorify
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So I asked some college friends for their outrageously worst college 
advice. I put it here so you can recognize it and totally ignore it. Or, if you 
want to throw your dreams away, follow each one of them to disaster. 
Here are 23 ideas to help you succeed at completely failing at college*:

Make sure you go out to eat every time your friends do. 
Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan

Don’t let anyone make you second guess your decision to take out 
$100,000-plus in student loans to get that bachelors degree in 
philosophy; there are loads of well-paying jobs in that field. 

Don’t worry about credit card debt—you can pay that off when you get a 
good job after you graduate.

Replying to Jonathan

Jonathan  ·  May 15
Replying to Jonathan

Insight
One of the top reasons for 
dropping out of college is 
finances**. Be careful with 
your money. Your wise 
choices in this matter can 
really help your future. “The 
rich rule over the poor, and 
the borrower is servant to the 
lender” (Proverbs 22:7, New 
International Version 
throughout).
**livecareer.com/quintessential/-
first-year-success

*(Seriously, these are supposed to be funny. 
Definitely don’t do any of these. These are 
really, really bad ideas!)

Don’t branch out and meet new people—just eat lunch in your car. It’s 
safe there.

Replying to Jonathan

0 1

30% of college and university students drop out 
after their first year. Too often, students let their bad 
decisions force them out of college.

Jonathan  ·  May 15

How to fail… #FINANCIALLY
Jonathan  ·  May 15

How to fail… #SOCIALLY
Jonathan  ·  May 15
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You just met her, she doesn’t know about your religion, but she is very 
attractive and seems to be into you. Try dating her to see if God’s calling 
her into the Church.

Go to every party, no matter what it’s for, or if you’re invited.

Replying to Jonathan

Neglect your Bible study and prayer; you can make up for it by going to 
ABC after you graduate.

Replying to Jonathan

You don’t need textbooks. They are expensive. All studying can be 
substituted by reading CliffsNotes or finding a movie about it on Netflix.

Replying to Jonathan

Do some homework on the Sabbath. There’s no way you’ll be able to 
finish if you take a 24-hour break from school.

Skip church once in a while—you totally need a break.

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan

Insight
Following God will keep you from 
missing out on physical blessings that 
come directly from obeying. There are 
huge benefits in following God and His 
laws. Taking the time to rest and 
spend time with God on the Sabbath 
can improve your overall physical 
health and help with your time-man-
agement skills. Going to services and 
maintaining your relationship with God 
and the support of your Church family 
can help you cope and even lower the 
stress of college life. Don’t listen to 
advice that pulls you away from the 
people who know you and are 
encouraging you to live God’s way.

Submit yourself to God. Some choices 
bring you closer to God; some pull 
you away. Make sure your feet are 
always pointed toward Him and that 
you are growing in your relationship 
with Him. This way you may be a good 
example and a light to others. “Submit 
yourselves, then, to God. Resist the 
devil, and he will flee from you” 
(James 4:7). “Let your light shine 
before men, that they may see your 
good deeds and praise your Father in 
heaven” (Matthew 5:16).

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan

Drop your music courses. You can learn all you need from the drum circle 
behind the dorms.

Take every opportunity to show off to your classmates how smart you are. 
Share your random bits of knowledge during lecture by asking questions 
that start with “Isn’t it true that…?” It’s okay if it’s not even that related to 
what the professor is talking about.

Establish your dominance on campus; start a fight with the biggest guy in 
the theater appreciation class.

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan
Insight

Make connections with your teacher 
by being friendly and genuine. Having 
a healthy social life is really important. 
Having an unhealthy one—whether it’s 
loneliness and not making connec-
tions, or spending too much time with 
friends and partying—is among the 
top reasons many college students 
drop out.

Healthy relationships can encourage 
you to achieve more and bring great 
enjoyment to your college life. Choose 
good new friends. Nurture existing 
good ones. Good friendships can 
bring you closer to God and help you 
become the person you are striving to 
be. “Do not be misled: ‘Bad company 
corrupts good character’” (1 Corinthi-
ans 15:33). “A friend loves at all times, 
and a brother is born for adversity” 
(Proverbs 17:17).

Being a Christian can be a challenge. 
You will meet many who don’t share 
your values. Jesus showed us the 
wisdom of when and how to share our 
faith gracefully with those who may 
spitefully challenge us. He also 
showed us how to lovingly share our 
faith with those who genuinely want to 
know more.
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Listen to your roommate: Sociology class isn’t till 9 a.m. and there are still 
two seasons left in your Dr. Who marathon.

In fact, use your meal plan to eat fast food for most of your meals. You can 
lose weight your senior year when classes are easier.

Use only Wikipedia as your source when writing essays and reports. In 
fact, just copy and paste directly from the site and use that.

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan

If you don’t like a class, don’t bother withdrawing. Just stop attending. 
Administration respects activists who aren’t into the bureaucracy of filling out 
forms.

Don’t mention the Feast of Tabernacles until after it’s over and it’s finals 
week. They’ll appreciate not being bothered with things like that at the 
beginning of the semester.

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan

Insight
Remember the reason you are here is 
to learn and to get a degree. 
Challenge your preconceived notions 
and take elective courses you 
wouldn’t normally think would be your 
favorite. Who knows—you might find 
out you love something you never 
would have considered. While you are 
in college, work hard and do it with all 
your might (Ecclesiastes 9:10).

Insight
You need to take care of your body. 
You need to stay healthy to make it 
through college. And developing good 
habits in what you eat and in exercise 
can help you for the rest of your life. 
Your body is a gift from God (1 
Corinthians 6:19-20).

With any advice you get, ask 
yourself some questions: Does 
this help my relationship with 
God? Does it help me honor 
Him? Is this going to help my 
overall goals to be a better 
person?

College will be an amazing 
opportunity to grow, learn and 
become the smarter, stronger 
person you want to be. Enjoy 
it. Just don’t follow any terrible 
advice!

Take-aways

Definitely get tacos at 3 a.m. the night before finals. Your belly will thank you.
Replying to Jonathan
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If you get sick, don’t go to the campus nurse. Just take any medical advice 
given to you by a guy who plays hacky sack in the quad.

The freshman 15 definitely is a myth. Eat all you want and don’t bother 
exercising.

Replying to Jonathan

Go out! You’ve still got two days to write your final paper. You do your 
best work under stress when you pull an “all-nighter” anyhow.

Replying to Jonathan

Be convinced by people that you’ve met at a party that alcohol isn’t that 
dangerous—it's real nickname is the “good decision drink.”

Replying to Jonathan

Replying to Jonathan
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